
Entrepreneur as individual 

and as decision maker



Perspectives on entrepreneurship

 Economist’s View – usage of capital for profit, 
take risk  (Joesph Schumpeter) 

 Psychologist’s View – personality, traits, etc. 
(David McLelland) 

 Process View – process of venture creation, 
multidisciplinary, competence, decision 
making, etc.  (Venkatraman, Timmons and 
others)

 Method View - all walks of life (Sarasvathy)



The Wrong Questions –

Who is an Entrepreneur?

Do they possess special 
traits? 



The Right Question –

What do Entrepreneur do?



What entrepreneurs do?

Entrepreneur (person or group of individuals) –

 innovates i.e. develops something new 

 takes initiative

 arranges resources through social and economic 
methods 

 converts these resources into some outcomes 
(value)

 accepts the risks and failures



Entrepreneurial skill and competences

Inventor Entrepreneur

Manager Promoter 

Creativity 
and 

Innovation

General Management skills, business 
knowledge, and networks

High

HighLow

Low



Entrepreneurship  



What is entrepreneurship ?

Scientific process of –

 creating something new – involves creativity 
and innovation – and continuity 

 arranging resources 

 creating organization – profit making, non 
profit making or not for profit making 
(depending on the stand one takes on an issue) 

 acceptance of risks and uncertainties – after 
failure what next? 



New Venture Creation and 
Entrepreneurship are 

generally considered to be 
synonymous



But Entrepreneurship is also a 
Method; 

can be learnt and practiced in 
various contexts to create 

variety of impacts 



Entrepreneurship 
Life Cycle in

New Venture Creation 
context     



Life Cycle Concept 



Entrepreneurship as a scientific process

“Entrepreneurship is a way of thinking, reasoning, 

and acting that is opportunity obsessed, holistic in 

approach, and leadership, balanced.”

(Babson College & Harvard Business School)

Entrepreneurship results in creation, enhancement, 

realization, and renewal values, not only for the 

entrepreneurs but for all participants and 

stakeholders.



Entrepreneurship as Method 

is beyond starting a new venture 

include all types and at all stages of 
organizations (venture start up, running, etc)

rarely a ‘get – rich – quick’ proposition 

is a continuous renewal 



What do Entrepreneurs do?



Entrepreneurial mind and action

Entrepreneurs engage in ‘ideation’ 

‘Idea generation’ and ‘Ideation’ are not the same 

Ideation is about creative thinking about something 
which Entrepreneurs see and others do not

This is not a trait issue, one can learn it

And act on it to prove it feasible



The spiral of Ideation 

Involves ‘non-linearity’

Idea  Implementation (Actions)  Impact 

If the result is not positive or the Entrepreneur  do 
not feel satisfied with impact or the way of 
implementation, they engage in subsequent rounds 
of ‘ideation’, it is not predictable

Hence the Spiral :
Idea  Implementation  Impact  Idea 
Implementation  Impact  ……………. 



Entrepreneurship Decision Process

 Decision behavioral contexts are important

 Opportunity recognition is ‘central’ to venture 
creation but the ‘process’ is important



Entrepreneurship  
Process 

Frameworks 



Jeffry Timmon’s Model

Opportunity

Teams

Resources 

Communication 

Leadership Creativity 

Business Plan 

Ambiguity 

Uncertainty 

Exogenous Forces  

Financial Resource 
Context  

Fits and Gaps  



Kuratko’s framework

MOTIVATION CREATIVITY & 
INNOVATION 

GROWTH 

PURPOSE 

Opportunity – seeing & 
exploiting 

Planning – actions & 
problems

Doing –

Arranging Resources

Working with known & 
unknown channels 

Managing problems & 
failures, etc. 

DETERMINATION 

Strategic Thinking & 
Actions –

Growth Plan

Customer Focus 

Social Plans, etc.

MUST GO IN HOLISTIC 
WAY BEFORE
COMMITTING ANYTHING



Entrepreneurial process
 For greater knowledge and more effective learning 

 Value creation: The driving force –
Entrepreneurial process is opportunity driven
Driven by an entrepreneurial team 
It is resource parsimonious and creative
It depends on fits and balance among these 
It is integrated and holistic 

 Change the odds –
Change the odds
Business plan provides communication process 
and quality of the three driving forces 
opportunity, resource and team
The balance is critical 
Entrepreneurship is a dynamic process



Entrepreneurial process

The Opportunity –

The entrepreneurial process is opportunity driven. 

 Market demand is one of the key ingredient to 
measure the opportunity 

 Market structure and size help in defining the 
market, and the possible fit 

 Financial analysis (at initial phase costing and 
pricing) helps to differentiate an opportunity from an 
idea



What is Opportunity?   

“Opportunity is defined as a future situation which 
is deemed desirable and feasible. Thus, opportunity 
is a realistic concept; opportunities vary among 
individuals and for individuals over time, because 
individuals have different desires and they 
perceive themselves with different capabilities. 

Desires vary with current position and future 
expectations. 

Capabilities vary depending upon innate skills, 
training and the competitive environment. 
Perceptions of both desires and capabilities are 
loosely connected to reality”

(Stevenson and Jarillo, 1990)



What is Opportunity?   

 “Opportunity are perceived as positive situations 
that are controllable” 
(Gartner, Shaver and Liao, 2008)

 Must meet two tests –
(a) it must represent a desirable future state, 
involving growth or at least change (the Y axis)
(b) individual must believe it is possible to reach 
that state (positive hope)
(Stevenson and Gumpert, 1985)  



Are Entrepreneurs really Creative enough to 
search for Opportunities?   

Steve Jobs observed –

“Creativity is connecting things. When do you ask 
creative people how they did something, they feel a 
little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they just 
saw something. 
It seemed obvious to them after a while. That’s 
because they were able to connect experiences 
they’ve had and synthesize new things. 
And the reason they were aware able to do that was 
that they’ve had more experiences or they have 
thought more about their experiences than other 
peoples” 
(Wolf, 1996)   



Opportunity or Market

 Opportunity Identification 

 Opportunity Discovery

 Opportunity Creation

The Decision Logic are different and hence the 
Business Model



Typical sources of Opportunity   

 A clearly defined need
 The way that need is currently satisfied 
 The cost of supply
 The economics of supply

These can happen through –

 Entrepreneurial alertness
 Intuition and knowledge 
 Corridor principle (Effectuation Logic) – subsequent 

newer opportunities 



Entrepreneurial process

Resources: Creative and Parsimonious –

Do we need to have all the resources in place to 
succeed in the venture? 

 Money follows high potential and well conceived 
opportunities to be lead by a strong management 
team

 Successful entrepreneurs devise creative and stingy 
strategies to gain control on the resources 

 Investors and successful entrepreneurs say “too 
much money too early”     



Entrepreneurial process

The Entrepreneurial Team –

Entrepreneurial Team is critical for ‘high potential 
ventures’ 

 There is SHORTAGE OF GREAT TEAMS (plenty 
entrepreneurs, technology, money and resources)

 Wrong people will not work on good idea

 An entrepreneurial team – learns faster and better, 
deals with adversities, exhibits integrity and honesty 
and build entrepreneurial culture for others 
(entrepreneurs also create entrepreneurs?)



Entrepreneurial process

Importance of fits and balances –

A fit and balance among these three driving forces is 
important  

 This imagery helps in constant balancing which is 
rare. This is intuitive and planned process both. 

 An important entrepreneurial talent about the 
enterprise building process includes strategic (long 
terms) and managerial (operational) implication of 
striking a balance and fragility.

 Needs continual assessment, revise approach, as 
needed and understood.



Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship is a lot about dealing with 
PARADOXES –

Finding opportunity within low opportunity 
(opportunity discovery vs. creation vs. 
identification) 
Money making by money loosing 
Success through failures
Planning vs. remain alert for unplanned events
Creativity for discipline 
Sense of urgency with patience & perseverance
Creative destruction   



Video on 
‘Entrepreneurial Method’



Method includes 
Principles and Processes



Key differences between managerial and 
entrepreneurial approaches 

Key Dimensions Entrepreneurial 
Domain 

Managerial Domain 

Strategic Orientation Driven by perception 
of opportunity 

Driven by currently 
available resources

Commitment to 
Opportunity 

Revolutionary with a 
short duration 

Evolutionary with a long 
duration 

Commitment to 
Resources 

Multi-staged with 
minimal exposure at 
each stage 

Single staged with 
complete commitment 
upon decision  

Control of Resources Episodic ‘use or rent’ 
of required resource 

Ownership or 
employment of required 
resources 

Management 
Structure 

Flat with multiple 
informal networks

Formal and hierarchy 



Effectual Reasoning Principles 

• (From Expected Returns to) 

Affordable Loss

• (From Competitive Analysis to) 

Build on Strategic Partnership

• (From exploitation of existing knowledge and 

prediction to) 

Leveraging Contingencies  



Effectual Reasoning - how to begin?  

 Who am I? – my traits, my taste, my abilities, 
etc.

 What do I know? – education, training, 
expertise, experience, etc.

 Whom do I know? – social and professional 
networks, etc. 



Effectual Reasoning - what to do?

 From Given Means to Imagined Ends 

 From Customer Identification To Customer 

Definition 

From Customer Definition To Adding 

Segments/Strategic Partners 

From Adding Segments/Strategic Partners To 

Defining one or several Markets 



Thanks


